Abstract. We study the problem of authenticated storage, where we wish to construct protocols that allow to outsource any complex file system to an untrusted server and yet ensure the file-system's integrity. We introduce Athos, a new, platform-independent and user-transparent architecture for authenticated outsourced storage. Using light-weight cryptographic primitives and efficient data-structuring techniques, we design authentication schemes that allow a client to efficiently verify that the file system is fully consistent with the exact history of updates and queries requested by the client. In Athos, file-system operations are verified in time that is logarithmic in the size of the file system using optimal storage complexity-constant storage overhead at the client and asymptotically no extra overhead at the server. We provide a prototype implementation of Athos validating its performance and its authentication capabilities.
Introduction
Current trends in the design of data-storage systems are towards decentralized and networked architectures where data resides "in the cloud", outside any administrative control, and is being manipulated in storage units of minimal trust assumptions (e.g., NAS or SAN, storage providers, Internet-based computing). Operating on remotely managed data inherently entails security risks: when the storage provider is not trusted by the data source, verifying the integrity of the stored data and the correctness of the computations performed on this data is necessary to ensure the trustworthiness of the storage system; and verifying complex operations over general file systems efficiently is rather challenging.
In this paper, we study the problem of authenticating the integrity and operational correctness of a file system that is outsourced by a client to an untrusted server. We assume that the remote server's host machine and its storage units can behave maliciously. We wish to design authentication protocols that allow the client to efficiently verify the integrity of a dynamically evolving file system, namely to verify that its status is consistent with the exact history of file-system operations requested by the client, and to correctly detect any malicious dataupdate or data-retrieval patterns produced by the server. To conform to the outsourced data model, we require that the authentication protocols incur constant storage overhead at the client and asymptotically no extra storage costs at the server-otherwise, the client has no reason to outsource its data, at the first place-and also that verification is achieved efficiently, in time that is sublinear or logarithmic in the file system's size-or else, the client could trivially download the entire signed (and timestamped) file-system data on every operation.
Goals and Assumptions.
Using cryptographic hashing is the state-of-the-art solution for verifying the integrity of simple put-get operations over a collection of files in the outsourced data model: the client locally keeps the hash of each file against which file retrievals or updates can be verified in constant time. The use of Merkle's tree [18] can reduce the client's space from linear to constant: the client only stores the root hash and both file retrievals and file updates (e.g., using existing techniques [3, 28] ), can be verified in logarithmic time. Unfortunately, applying this approach in our setting provides only a partial solution: file-system integrity requires not only data integrity at the file or data-block level, but also integrity of the directory hierarchy of the file system. Indeed, all file-system operations are defined with respect to the directory path, and in many cases, the integrity of a file depends not only on its content, but also on its location in the file system. For example, the context of an .htaccess file depends on its locationits contents identify access policies, but its location is critical to identify the directories it protects. Our goal, therefore, is primarily to efficiently verify the directory hierarchy of the file system, and through this, any file-system or metadata operation that depends on this hierarchy. Of course, applying hashing over the directory tree (e.g., as in [7] ), possibly augmented by the (balanced) hash trees that correspond to large files lying in the directory tree, can provide a space-optimal solution. However, this approach incurs linear verification and update costs, for the directory tree is unlikely to be balanced! Our goal is to design dynamic authentication schemes that overcome this problem.
Another solution is to have the client authenticate each file-system update it makes in the outsourced file system (e.g., using a signature or HMAC based on a private key), which has some major drawbacks, however. First, it allows for replay attacks, since determining the freshness of signed statements is difficult with such a scheme. Second, this solution requires the client to sign every possible path in the directory hierarchy in order to be able to authenticate locations. This can be especially inefficient, for example when the client performs a directory operation that moves a large directory to a new location. Another possibility is to assume that the outsourced file system is partially trustworthy (e.g., [21] ) or a part of its architecture uses some tamper-resistant trusted hardware (e.g., using trusted computing platforms [27] ). This assumption postulates that the networked file system is itself at least partially trusted, which is not that much different than simply trusting the hosting server in the first place. As we show in this paper, such trust is not necessary for the sake of efficiency or reliability.
In this work, we consider the outsourced data authentication problem in the single-client setting. However, in a multi-client setting, the problem of outsourced data authentication has drastically different characteristics. If communication between the clients is not allowed, a malicious server can easily perform an attack against data consistency: the server can effectively hide the most recent update on the data from a client requesting to read the data, by unrolling its state to the state the server had just before that update took place. Undetected without communication, this attack can be used to "fork" the view that this client has about the outsourced data, harming the consistency of the system. In this scenario, the best one can hope for is fork-consistency [16] , effectively disallowing anything more than the forking attack, and various schemes securely achieve this property (e.g., [16, 20, 15, 4] ). However, in the single-client setting the forking attack can be detected and prevented (e.g., by the hash-based solution), therefore, the fork-consistency property is no longer relevant in this setting. Although less general, the single-client model has its own merits. First, it naturally captures the security problems for a wide application area, where a single user outsources a personal file system to a storage provider. Second, in certain applications the multi-user setting is easily reduced to the single-client setting; for instance, in a networked file system, the client can simply abstract the OS kernel or a designated filer machine through which all file-system operation requests coming from many users are serialized to the untrusted remote storage devices. Third, in applications that can tolerate reasonable delays in the response time, and under reasonable assumptions about the availability of a constant-size shared trusted storage, the multi-client setting is also reduced to the single-client setting, achieving a stronger property than fork-consistency: conceptually the shared memory replaces the communication between parties.
Related Work. Previous work makes use of cryptographic hashing or signatures for primarily protecting the integrity of individual files or the corresponding data blocks that reside at storage units. Most of the systems (e.g., [5, 2, 9, 19] ) provide file integrity using authentication information at the client that is proportional to the size n of the file system (i.e., the number of files or corresponding data blocks). More efficient constructions involve the use of Merkle trees [18] over the data blocks of individual files (e.g., [6, 24, 14, 21, 15] ) or over the blocks or files of the entire file system (e.g., [8, 31] ). Beyond hashing and signing, other space-efficient techniques have been proposed for file integrity, such as an entropy-based integrity method for encrypted (only) files [22] and a scheme based on the Galois counter mode [17] , where however updates take linear time. Some constructions do authenticate the directory hierarchy or related meta-data of the file system, but, by hashing over the directory tree or signing each individual object, they result in linear update costs (e.g., [13, 7, 10] ), or only support verification of a limited set of operations (e.g., [15, 7, 10, 14] ). Other schemes, additionally assume the existence of a trusted component at the untrusted server (e.g., [21, 25, 30] , or some external trusted party (e.g., [31] ) to authenticate file operations. Finally, SUNDR [15] and [16, 20, 4] use hashing and signatures to provide file-system integrity and fork-consistency in the multi-client setting; solving a harder problem, these schemes have increased performance costs.
Our Contributions. We present the design and a prototype implementation of an authentication architecture, which we call Athos (AuTHenticated Outsourced Storage), that supports an authenticated outsourced file system in the clientserver model. We construct protocols for authenticating a rich set of file-system operations that are requested by the client and performed by the untrusted server. Our protocols support verification of the file system's full functionality by efficiently providing not only integrity of the stored data, but also integrity of the file-system directory structure. Security in our model corresponds to the natural notion of consistency in the single-client setting: at all times, the interaction with the server over any series of file-system operations should give the client the same view as the one obtained by a trusted server (as if the file system was never outsourced), and any deviation should be immediately detected. To achieve this, the client maintains only a hash digest of the file system, against which the validity of each operation performed by the server can be verified, using small proofs. These proofs are generated by an authentication service module that uses an authentication data structure stored in the server's untrusted memory, and runs in parallel with the file-system management module, and they consist of partial file system meta-data and hashes stored in the authentication data structure. This data structure defines the file-system digest, in a hash-tree fashion.
To achieve our efficiency goals, we use ideas from the domain of data authentication, employing efficient data structuring techniques for representing an entire file system. The challenge is to efficiently authenticate the directory hierarchy, which is typically highly unbalanced. We contribute two concrete authentication structures: Our first construction is based on a novel mapping of the directory hierarchy to a set of relations, and the authentication of put-get operations on this set using a skip list as the underlying authentication data structure. This approach achieves simplicity and low-cost authentication, and also leverages all the benefits of the widely researched authenticated dictionaries (e.g., [11] ). Our second construction is of more theoretical interest, providing an optimal authentication scheme based on dynamic trees, a classical data structuring technique for operating on unbalanced trees in a balanced way. Overall, Athos achieves optimal storage usage (constant for the client and linear for the server) and efficient integrity verification (logarithmic or sublinear depending on the operation) and achieves generality by being agnostic of the specific implementation of the networked file system and by being platform-independent. Finally, a prototype implementation of Athos and an experimental evaluation of its verification capabilities for real-life file systems confirm our theoretical analysis.
Section 2 overviews our authentication model and Section 3 describes our authentication schemes. Section 4 presents the experimental evaluation of Athos and discusses related issues. Section 5 presents our concluding remarks. Details on our construction that is based on dynamic trees and our experimental eval-uation can be found in the Appendix. This extended abstract omits complete proofs and other details that will appear in the full version of the paper.
Model and Definitions
We study storage authentication in the following model (see also Figure 1 ). A client C owns and (incrementally) outsources a file system F S to an untrusted server S. In additional to the file system, S hosts and controls an authentication service module A that stores authentication information about F S. The file system is generated and queried through a series of update and query operations issued by the client C. At any time, C keeps some state information s that encodes information about the current state of F S. If P is the set of operations supported over the file system, then the communication protocol is as follows:
1. Client C keeps state information s and issues a query or update operation o ∈ P to the server S. 2. Server S runs a certification algorithm, which performs operation o and accordingly answers the query or updates F S to a new version F S ′ , and, by using A, also generates a verification or respectively consistency proof π which is returned to C, along with the result ρ of the operation; ρ is the corresponding answer if o is a query operation or else the empty string ⊥. We write π ← certify(o, F S, F S ′ , ρ). 3. Client C runs a verification algorithm, which takes as input the current state s, the operation o along with its result ρ, and the corresponding (consistency or verification) proof π and either accepts or rejects the input. If the input is accepted the state s is appropriately updated to state s ′ , where s ′ = s if o is a query operation or else s ′ = s. We write {(yes, s ′ ), (no, ⊥)} ← verify(s, ρ, π).
We call the pair of algorithms (certify, verify) an authenticated storage scheme.
1
The security property we wish such a scheme to satisfy expresses the intuitive requirement that the verification performed at C must be a reliable test for checking the file system's integrity. Let operate(·, ·) be the algorithm that, given the current file system F S and an operation o ∈ P, performs o and updates F S to F S ′ . We write (F S ′ , ρ) ← operate(o, F S) (ρ = ⊥ for updates and F S ′ = F S for queries). We say that state s is consistent with F S τ for a series τ of operations on F S, if s and F S τ have been computed by running algorithms operate, certify and verify sequentially for all operations in series τ starting from F S.
Definition 1 (Security of authenticated storage schemes.). We say that an authenticated storage scheme (certify, verify) (with security parameter κ) is secure, if for any series of operations τ and a state s that is consistent with file system F S τ for τ on an initially empty file system, the following conditions hold:
). I.e., for any correctly performed operation, certify generates a proof that is always accepted by verify, which also computes a new, consistent with the new file system F S The authenticated data storage model. Keeping only constant-size state s, client C remotely manages a file system F S that resides at untrusted server S. Every query or update operation o requested by C on F S is certified by S, using an authentication service module A (that stores authentication information related to F S) to produce a verification or consistency proof π; this proof is used by C, along with the result ρ of the operation, to verify that the request was handled consistently, and finally update s.
Consistency. For any series τ of operations and new operation o, such that state s is consistent with file system F S τ for τ on an initially empty file system and
, then for any polynomial-time adversary, controlling S and having oracle-access to algorithm verify, that on input the file system F S τ , series τ and operation o, produces proof π ′ and result ρ ′ , whenever (yes,
, then the probability that either ρ ′ = ρ or s ′ is not consistent with F S ′ τ for operation o on F S τ is negligible (in the security parameter κ). I.e., assuming a polynomially bounded adversary that observes polynomially many protocol invocations and then produces a pair of proof π ′ and result ρ ′ , if ρ ′ and π ′ for the new operation o are accepted by verify, then for all but negligible probability the operation has been performed correctly and the new state is consistent with the new file system.
Starting from an initially empty set and using a secure authenticated storage scheme and the appropriate series of updates, client C is able to "export" any file system to server S, such that C has a consistent state with the current file system. Therefore, the file system is consistent with the history of updates and all future operations will be verified. With respect to efficiency, we say that an authenticated storage scheme is time-efficient if the verification time at C is sublinear in the file-system size, and space-optimal if C stores state of constant size. We next exhibit time-efficient, space-optimal and secure authenticated storage schemes for a rich set of operations on an outsourced file system.
Efficient Authenticated Storage
To give some intuition of our general approach, let us consider the special case where we want to implement an authenticated map in the client-server outsourced storage model; actually, this authentication functionality on the map data structure will also be our core authentication tool for verifying file system operations. Each entry of the map is a tuple (k, v), where v is a value corresponding to a key k (v can be a collection of objects). The entries of the map are sorted according to their keys (using some comparator). The authenticated map data structure resides at the server. Using a hashing scheme for skip lists, i.e., a hierarchical way to produce a hash digest by recursively applying a cryptographic hash function h over some data (see, e.g., [11] ), we can define a digest of the authenticated map, computed according to the skip-list tree structure (Figure 2(a) ). The consistency proof P returned by S, containing all the hashing and structural information needed to verify the consistency of P subject to the current digest and to locally perform the update.
Let d 0 be the initial digest stored at the client C which is consistent with the current state of the skip list. Suppose now that C wants to insert a new key x. The server S returns to C a consistency proof that consists of the search path P in the unsuccessful search for x before the update (Figure 2(b) ). Path P is related with the key insertion, satisfying the following properties, which in turn imply the security of the scheme. First, P contains the two keys, say succ(x) and pred(x), that are the successor and predecessor of x in the ordering of the keys, and also contains all the necessary hashing information (hash values) that allows C to recompute the current digest d 0 starting from succ(x) and pred(x) and hashing according to the hashing scheme that is used. Due to the collisionresistance property of the hash function, C can check if the received path is the correct one, and if P is verified, C verifies that key x is not in the directory. Also, C knows the position at which this file should be added. Second, P contains all the necessary structural information that allows C to locally perform the update in the hashing scheme that corresponds after the file insertion, by placing x between succ(x) and pred(x) and computing the new hash values for only those nodes of the skip list that need a new hash. Knowing the new hash values, C can compute the new digest d ′ 0 , which is consistent with the update. Thus, the key insertion (performed by S) can be verified in two steps: first, path P is verified and then it is used to locally perform the update and compute the new digest. Using results on authenticated skip lists (e.g., [23, 11] ) we have the following: Lemma 1. There exists an authenticated storage scheme for operations on n key-value pairs in a map that is based on an authenticated skip list, with the following expected complexity bounds: (i) The expected update (insertion and removal), query and verification time is O(log n) w.h.p.; (ii) The expected size of the consistency and verification proof (communication cost) is O(log n) w.h.p..
Here, update time is the time required by S to do the actual update, query time is the time S needs to compute the (consistency or verification) proof, verification time is the time that C needs in order to process the proof and validate or reject the query or the update. Note that for set-membership queries and updates (through which we are going to implement all file system operations) the size of a proof is always asymptotically equal to the verification time; therefore, the verification time bounds will indirectly imply the size of the proof.
We next use the authenticated-map functionality to verify more complex operations on general file systems. Let T be the tree that corresponds to the hierarchy induced by the structure of the directories and files of a file system, where the left-right ordering of sibling nodes coincides with the chronological order of the node creations. The idea is to carefully map T 's structural information to a set of special entries and store this set in an authenticated map, in a way that allows to authenticate the integrity of the entire file system. Node v in T (a directory or file) defines an authenticated-map entry that stores, under key key(v) that is the corresponding i-node in the file-system, the following fields:
-name: the actual name of the node of the file system; -file: a hash (e.g., SHA-1) of the file represented by v (null for a directory); -key(parent): the key of the entry corresponding to the parent node of v; -key(sibling): the key of the entry corresponding to the successor sibling of v in T (null if v is the last created node of the children list); -key(backsibling): the key of the entry corresponding to the predecessor sibling of v in T (null if v is the first created node of the children list); -key(child): the key of the entry corresponding to the first created child of v.
We next map each file-system query or update to a small set of (regular) query or update operations in the authenticated map, effectively reducing file-system operations to set-membership operations. We have the following: Theorem 1. Assuming the existence of collision-resistant hash functions, there exists a secure and space-optimal authenticated storage scheme that is implemented with skip lists, achieving the following performance, where n is the size of the file-system tree T , T v is the subtree rooted on node v, ℓ v is the number of children of node v and Π = π 1 π 2 . . . π k is a path in T : (1) The authentication of any path Π takes t(Π) = O (k log n) query and verification time; (2) Query operations cd(Π), read(Π) and update operations, write(Π), rm(Π), mkdir(Π), touch(Π) take t(Π) query, verification and update, query, verification time respectively; (3) Query operation ls(Π) takes t(Π) + O(ℓ π k log n) query and verification time; (4) Update operation rmdir(Π) takes t(Π) + O (|T π k | log n) update, query and verification time; (5) Update operation mv(Π, Π ′ ) takes t(Π) + t(Π ′ ) update, query and verification time.
We now discuss another possible method of representing the file system using a skip list. Instead of setting the i-node number as node's v key, we can set as key(v) the name of the path from the file-system root to node v (e.g., the key for file pub.txt lying in path /users/user/ is now the string "/users/user/pub.txt"). Thus, in the previous representation we stored "local" information, whereas now we rather store "global" information. This solution yields better complexity bounds for the path authentication (which is now t(Π) = O(log n + |Π|)). However, update operation mv(Π, Π ′ ) takes O (t(Π) + t(Π ′ ) + |T | log n) update, query, and Table 1 . Efficiency comparison of our authenticated storage schemes w.r.t. the query, update and verification times, using skip lists (local and global approaches) and dynamic trees. Here, n is the size of the file system, Π = π1π2 . . . π k is the directory argument, ℓ is the size of the children list and T is the subtree rooted on π k .
verification time, where T is the subtree rooted at π |Π| . This representation is suitable for cases where the majority of the operations are file system navigations and move operations are less frequent. Finally, by using authenticated path operations [12] implemented with dynamic trees [26] , we get the following:
Assuming the existence of collision-resistant hash functions, there exists a secure, time-efficient and space-optimal authenticated storage scheme that is implemented with dynamic trees, achieving the following performance, where n is the size of the file system tree and ℓ v is the number of children of v: A more detailed description of this scheme appears in the Appendix. Table 1 presents a comparison between the efficiency levels achieved by our schemes. Security. Our authenticated storage schemes are based on the following general approach. Given a secure hashing scheme H for a specific query type Q, that is, a directed acyclic graph that defines how a hash digest is computed from a data set and a corresponding authentication structure, 2 we augment H to a new hashing scheme H ′ that additionally encodes (in its produced digest) the entire structural and balancing information that is defined in the underlying authentication structure. In particular, if the hash value h v of node v in the data structure is computed as
′ , where b v , s v describe the balancing and respectively structural information about node v. In our constructions, we make use of the hashing schemes corresponding to the skip list and the dynamic-tree data structure for efficiently verifying set-membership [11] and respectively path property [12] queries.
Given the augmented hashing trees, security is proved as follows. Starting from the state corresponding to the empty file system, we inductively show that after any update on the file system the client C updates its state s consistently for the new update on the currently existing file system F S. For both data structures used in our schemes, the consistency proof by the definition of the corresponding augmented hashing scheme H ′ contains all the balancing and structural information that completely characterizes the changes in F S due to the update. Assuming that the state is consistent, the consistency proof coming from an honest server S will be verified, thus also the balancing and structural information related to the update. Thus, C is able to locally perform the correct update as if C had direct access to the entire file system F S, thus is able to correctly and consistently update his state s to s ′ , which is simply the new digest according to H ′ . Given this invariant, any query is securely verified since the underlying hashing scheme is secure: assuming that finding hash collisions is computationally hard, any malicious behavior by S will be rejected by the verification algorithm, since any undetected inconsistency corresponds to a collision.
Analysis, Experiments and Discussion
We have developed a prototype implementation of Athos using skip lists. Our implementation uses a flat representation of the file system tree since this representation outperforms dynamic trees when the depth of the tree is less than 200 [29] , which typically occurs in file systems. We have implemented the authentication service (both the server and the client) in Java. The experiments were conducted on a 64-bit, 2.8GHz Intel based, dual-core, dual processor machine with 2GB main memory and 2MB cache, running Debian Linux 3.1 with Linux kernel 2.6.15 and using the Sun Java JDK 1.5. The time consumed by the garbage collector is excluded from the presented times. We have implemented authenticated versions of all the major commands of a file system (all the commands described in Theorem 1) and the basic functionality of a skip list. We executed the experiments on a remote file system (that lies however in close proximity to the terminal machine), the tree of which consists of roughly 77,779 nodes, of which 61,241 are files and the rest are directories. The average size of the files is 1.22 MB. The total size of the file system is 6.92 GB. However, the distribution of the files is not uniform (certain subtrees are very "heavy").
In Figures 3(a)/3(b) we plot the time taken to write/read our test file system as a function of the size of the portion of the file system processed. Note that our authentication service does not add much overhead to the non-authenticated write/read. Also note that the overhead of the authentication service is more noticeable in the read experiment, with an average overhead per node (directory or file) of 17.61 ms. This is due to the fact that, when we read a file x, that lies in a path Π, we have to authenticate both the contents of the file and the existence of the path (by Theorem 1, this task takes O(|Π| log n) time). Also, for a directory d, we have to issue |children(d)| queries to the skip list in order to authenticate completeness. Due to space limitations, more experimental results can be found in the Appendix. Discussion. Our protocols are designed in the client-server model. However, certain applications that require file-system integrity may involve a large number of users, and therefore, to achieve full consistency user interaction is necessary, 3 which results in impractical protocols (since, without other assumptions, n users need to exchange Ω(n) messages after any update). Unless one resorts to fork-consistency [16, 4] , some communication assumptions must be made. For instance, when different users access a remote file system through the same network infrastructure, our protocols are applicable if we assume a single designated trusted client that serializes all users' operations and verifies them locally. 4 An additional issue is related to failure recovery and persistent in a real-life usage of our authentication protocols. In the case of an unsuccessful verification of a file system operation, Athos can provide to the higher (or hosting) application complete information about the problematic operation and the current state of the file system in terms of its integrity. In particular, Athos functionality can characterize the exact location in the file system where integrity was not verified and thus pinpoint which file or directory was maliciously (or accidentally) modified by the untrusted server or by the remote storage devices. By keeping appropriate additional information, the higher application is thus able to infer useful information for failure recovery and a complete view of the prob-lem. For instance, one can find which concrete user and with which concrete operation most recently, correctly accessed the (currently problematic) file or directory. Additionally, by using our skip list based authentication approach in combination with existing techniques [1] for authenticating membership queries in the past (i.e., queries that span through previous states of a data set), Athos can offer persistent authentication capabilities, where file-system operations or queries about past views of the file system can be issued and authenticated. In this way, we can support secure audit of the entire outsourced file system.
Finally, Athos can also support authentication of files at the block level. To do that, we introduce one more level of authentication using a skip list on top of a file. The digest of this skip list is now what is stored in the original skip list. The client can update individual blocks of the file and also query for certain blocks of the file. The length of the proof depends on the granularity we use to partition the file into blocks. Obviously there is a trade-off between the size of the verification proof and the data someone needs to download for authentication.
Conclusions
In this paper we present efficient protocols for verifying the integrity of a file system that is outsourced to an untrusted storage facility. We use cryptographic hashing and efficient data structures to produce and incrementally update, after file system operations, a short and secure digest of the entire file system. This digest is used by a client to efficiently verify that the file system is fully consistent with the history of query and update operations requested by the client to the host server. Our protocols authenticate both the contents of the files and the directory hierarchy of the file system, thus verifying a rich set of file system operations. The authentication of operations uses a short verification or consistency proof that is computed by the server and involves communication and computation overheads that are sublinear in file system size. This makes our authentication schemes applicable in settings where low-computing power and/or low-storage devices need to access a remote file system in a secure way. We authenticate common and important file system operations such as cd, ls in logarithmic time and, through a prototype implementation, we experimentally confirm the efficiency and practicality of our authentication methods.
We now relate operations of the file system with certain path properties in T or dashed-path properties. In order to do this, we define the appropriate path properties of interest: every node v of the tree is related with a constant-size set of node attributes {N 1 (v) , . . . , N k (v)}. These for example can be the weight of v or other variables that we want to relate with this node. We call the set of these node attributes the node property N (v) of this node. For the case of the file system, we define the node property N (v) of a node v to contain two attributes: S(v) and C(v). S(v) is the name of the file or directory and C(v) is the hash of the certain file or directory. If node v represents a directory, we define C(v) = {Ø}, otherwise C(v) is a hash of the corresponding to v file. Similarly, every path p is related with a set of path attributes {P 1 (p), . . . , P k (p)}. These can be the length of a path or other variables that we want to relate with this path. We call the set of these path attributes the path property P(p) of this path. The path attributes can be defined as a function of the corresponding node attributes. In our case, we define the first path attribute S(p) of a path p = u 1 , . . . , u ℓ as S(p) = ℓ i=1 S(u i ). This is actually the name of the path (⊗ denotes "string concatenation"). The second path attribute is similarly defined to be the content of the path C(p).
, where ⊕ is simply the union operator. Note that the content of a path that consists only of directories is empty. Also the path property P(p) = (S(p), C(p)) for any path p = p ′ |p ′′ of the file system satisfies the concatenation criterion since
. Hence, in the file system context, we can authenticate the major file system operations (see Theorem 2), by reducing them to an appropriately path property query, where we also use complexity analysis in [12] . We finally note that the consistency proof used by the client to do the updates has logarithmic size: since all the update operations described above take logarithmic time, they cannot visit more than O(log n + |Π|) nodes of the tree. Hence, the server can send structural and hashing information of size O(log n + |Π|) that allows the client to update the digest.
Additional Experimental Results. In Figure 5 , we further analyze the time to read and write the test file system with authentication by accounting separately for the time taken to perform hashing (these experiments are a more fine-grained analysis of the experiments we presented before). We can see that for both the read and write experiments, the hashing time dominates the computation. When writing the file system, we need to hash each file and then store the hash in the skip list, whereas to read the file system, we need to hash what we are reading in order to compare it with the authenticated hash that is returned by the skip list and was stored there during creation. We also note that the interaction with the authentication service ((total time) − (hashing time)) increases when our program parses a "light" region of the file system (e.g., the region around 2GB in Figure 5(b) ). This is due to the fact that more files are being processed in less amount of time (the "light" region does not contain large files) and therefore the communication with the authenticated skip list increases. Finally, we observe that on average, hashing accounts for 73% of the write time and for 53% of the read time. This overhead is necessary in any authentication method based on cryptographic hashing. In Figures 6(a) and 6(b) , we plot the average time for reading a file with authentication, as a function of the number of nodes in the file system. Each point p(x) is the average of 100 authenticated reads on a file system that contains x files. Note that these plots are not cumulative. For a 100KB file, the hashing time is about half the total time, whereas for a 10MB file, the hashing time is almost equal to the total time.
